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Introduction
Marshal Lion with its registered seat in Warsaw is a company that holds extensive experience and a perfect understanding of the Polish non-bank lending market. In this context,
-

access to the industry. At the same time, this initiative will also be extremely tempting for foreign investors.
vestors easy, safe and comprehensive access to the non-bank lending market, as well as to proMARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

vide a tool to allow convenient use of this platform - a token. As part of the process, investors
icated platform that will then host complete products. Its core functionality will be the option
panies and individual clients at various interest rates and maturity dates.

of cryptocurrency) under the so-called smart contracts. A Marshal Lion token may, but does
not have to be used on the platform where the company will introduce products to allow in-

complete safety, omits a large number of unnecessary intermediaries, allows smaller investors
of interesting assets in the form of tokens.

management, taxes, broadly understood consulting, accounting, and above all, the loan market.
growing by relying on a combination of knowledge and openness to innovation and technolstrategy assumed.
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More about Marshal Lion
Marshal Lion is a company with a longstanding tradition and a stable position in the Polish
vices provided, allow for extensive networking and for them to obtain a stable position in the
domestic, as well as the international market. From the very beginning of its operations, the
success.” Pride in a successful cooperation is the driving force for the company.
Marshal Lion has been growing continuously for years. Year after year, they managed to meet

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

-

should then be highlighted - revenues for 2018 increased
in 2017.
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effective sales, selected legal and accounting issues, advise them on how to streamline their
is supported by funding proposals to cover the expenses related to their business. It should be
mentioned that the team cooperates eagerly and effectively not only with entrepreneurs, but
also with institutions and individual clients. Via their extensive experience and numerous sucMARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

agents seize new opportunities, possibilities and tackle challenges that arise in the market. Advidual approach is ensured for each client, with efforts focused on understanding their needs
and any circumstances, after which tailor-made support strategies are drafted. Marshal Lion
plans and operates in the long-term in order not only to treat the symptoms and solve current
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Marshal Lion Group’s
accomplishments
in numbers.
Assistance in establishing over a thousand companies.

in the market. Advisory services are not limited to the process of establishing sole proprietortance contributed to the ongoing success of many companies.

nancial barriers. Following a meticulous and multilevel analysis, the experienced specialists
employed at Marshal Lion create individual offers precisely tailored to each entity and help
create an execution strategy. Marshal Lion takes pride their enormous impact on the increase
of competitiveness of Polish companies.
During their time in the business, Marshal Lion have already assisted more than ten
thousand clients.
Each client can expect state of the art services. Offers are always drafted individually, in order
selves and monitor the newest business trends so that the solutions offered to companies are

the success of our counterparties are always the best review of our activities.

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

Over three thousand loans granted.
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Nature of Marshal Lion’s business
MARSHAL LION FINANCIAL GROUP CORP – On march,
Financial Group Corp
part of the Marshal Lion Group

taxes, along with experience and versatile competences of people, coupled with awareness of the needs and expectations
of the modern entrepreneurs and individual clients.

GROUP

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

MARSHAL LION GROUP – providing ready-made solutions for
business, developed based on the analysis of an individual comgoal is to improve functioning of the business in the market, with

ning, Marshal Lion Group conducts a thorough analysis of the
company and then provides vital recommendations and assists
in implementing the changes in order to optimize business activity. Moreover, Marshal Lion Group offers support in setting
up capital groups, as well as comprehensive consulting services
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MARSHAL LION CAPITAL – working in the
broad category of investment advisory services
shal Lion Capital is a team of professionals with extensive experience, who support both institutional and individual investors.
However their core specialization is asset management and
want to maintain full anonymity. Additionally, Marshal Lion provides fast and effective company reorganization services, as well
Marshal Lion database includes both domestic and foreign partMARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

nerships and companies.
MARSHAL LION FINANCE
-

Finanse

cy proceedings advisory services for companies and personal
bankruptcy process.
MARSHAL LION ACCOUNTING – an innovative, professional
Księgowość

keeping, business advisory services and comprehensive acof services provided includes especially assuming the responsibilities related to maintaining trade books, settling Lump-Sum
cal proceedings, assistance in opening foreign bank accounts
pursuant to relevant legal regulations, etc.
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MARSHAL LION LOANS – this business line
Pożyczki

mainly includes solutions for companies with
limited credit capacity, funding offered against a lien, offers for entrepreneurs to develop their business, achieve goals
is strong, the company budget does not always allow for broadly
team comes in, granting loans against a lien to empower clients
er transfers the ownership of tangible property onto the crediamounts available depend on the property value. Having ana-

Loans suggests the most optimal solutions, structured to match
the needs of the entrepreneur.
MARSHAL LION KACPRZAK
Kacprzak
KANCELARIA PRAWNA

companies, ongoing assistance in the preparation of internal
Marshal Lion Group.

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

market situation, as well as the purpose of the loan Marshal Lion
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Polish non-bank lending market
characteristics

conditions set forth in the agreement, to return the used funds along with interest on the set
payment dates and to pay a commission for the money received. An important element is that
MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

tution is not using its own money in order to grant the credit.

and loans under Polish law. A loan agreement

720 para. 1 of this Act in the following man
manner

“the lender undertakes to transfer to the
borrower the ownership of a particular
amount of money or items of a specif
specific kind and the borrower undertakes to
return the same amount of money or
the same number of items of the same
kind and the same quality”

consideration. Means of securing a loan agreement include suretyship, bill of exchange, volun
voluntary enforcement submission, pledge or registered pledge.
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share, the return on assets in this sector is higher than in the case of banks. 01
02

03

Statistical

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

“Along with the development of mobile services, in the future loans will be granted
also via the Internet and mobile phones. This is a cheap cash distribution channel,
which is also very fast and safe. In an emergency situation, we will be able to use
our phone to obtain a loan fast. This will be especially useful, if we reach the credit
card limit or if we do not have it on hand. Or maybe credit cards will be replaced by
loans in the future?”. 04

01
02
03

czek

04
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Conclusions for Marshal Lion
-

contributed to the development of the company and supported entrepreneurship in Poland.
pect, but most importantly in the individual situation of Marshal Lion Loans. Growing demand
was observed, which cannot be met without additional funds, which are necessary to be able
to grant further loans.
MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

pansion in this area. An obvious conclusion to be drawn immediately following a review of the
characteristics of this market, its prevalent tendencies and most importantly the effectiveness

Following extensive investigation of various options, the Management Board decided to take
an unexpected step forward, taking the non-bank lending market into the future, which is tokenization based on blockchain technology.
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Why blockchain?
er several obligatory market entry conditions.
Large own contribution – non-bank loans must rely on the own funds of an entity that

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

necessary, most often exceeding the capacity of individual investors or even those larger

Legal obstacles – the regulations governing the non-bank lending market are extremely
complex. Just to start with the structure of the contract itself, right up to the intricacies

Risk analysis – the key aspect for granting non-bank loans is of course the ability to perform
is not possible without the proper education and extensive experience.
Knowledge of macro-economy and micro-economy – when granting loans to companies,
paramount importance should be attached to understanding both the general macroeconomic trends, as well as the micro-economic situation of the particular company
intelligence, ability to assess business strategies and the market environment.
It is clear that the above-mentioned obstacles may only be tackled by a team consisting of experienced specialists, such as those at Marshal Lion. At the same time, if one follows the conventional approach, this prevents simple participation in the market for those investors who
more and more digitalization of the world around us, working with potential investors will be-
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Such a solution is possible by employing blockchain-based tokens. Each individual investor may enter the market by purchasing a number of tokens and
tokens may be sold in the secondary market at any time. In light of the forecasted further

of a token is ensured by the execution of lending contracts available for token owners in the
form of a product on a dedicated platform, which by nature ensure regular, guaranteed and
past successes of the Marshal Lion team.
It should also be noted here that the blockchain technology in itself ensures a high level of safety. A distributed and decentralized transactional database is virtually immune to manipulation
MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
What rate of return is expected for investors?

development of the token purchasing platform is of key importance. It is impossible to pre-

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

-

Is the loans market safe?

industry. A comparison appealing to your imagination might be used as an example here stable and secure than holding money in a bank account. What is more, this market is develMarshal Lion is an experienced company, which successfully and safely completed thousands of loan transactions.
How is the Marshal Lion token different from other cryptocurrencies available in the
market?
Most tokens in the market have a value based on trust, a business idea or vision. With Marshal
Lion, tokens allow investing into products in a dedicated platform, which are based on actual
non-bank loans granted to companies and individual clients. It should be noted here that Marthousand loans. Moreover, a lot of companies announcing IEOs are young companies at the
outset of their operations. Marshal Lion is a leader with a strong position in its sector.
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Is there a minimum or maximum number of tokens one can buy?
No. You can buy any amount you want, from a single token up to the entire pool.

of a token does not have to use this functionality.
If I hold a Marshal Lion token, do I hold title to the loans?

Marshal Lion platform would allow to obtain access to products based on non-bank loans.
Whereas the token itself, even if not used in the dedicated platform, may hold measurable

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

No, simply purchasing a token does not grant any such title. A transaction concluded in the
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Team

MANAGEMENT BOARD
C O -FO U N D E R / M A N AG E M E N T BOA R D PR E S I D E N T

Initiator and founder of Marshal Lion. Many years of experience, coupled with extensive knowledge, both theoretical
MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

and practical, allow him to advise clients everyday on how
comprehensive advice for both entrepreneurs and individof business, he teaches team management, sales, professional customer service, as well as legal and accounting
to set up your own business, optimize costs and generate
ed in obtaining more than 3000 loans and establishing over

entrepreneurs in obtaining funding for their startups and exchange experiences concerning company management.
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C O -FO U N D E R / M A R K E TI N G D I R E C TO R

He began his professional career at Polskie Sieci Energety-

vice and sales department. He worked with various banks
porting premium and institutional clients. He actively coopMARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

erates with many of his clients to this day, proving that he
is able to form a strong long-term collaboration on a business level. Additionally, he advised and cooperated with the

BOA R D M E M B E R

One of the founders of Marshal Lion. Over 10 years of expeprehensive consulting to both entrepreneurs and individuals. Specializes in seeking out satisfactory solutions and
Conducts training in sales, maintaining long-term relations
with customers and professional service. Expert in motivatset goals.
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MANAGING DIRECTORS
S A L E S D I R E C TO R

K AMIL A GROCHAL A
vestment, credit and real estate products advisory services.
Hundreds of individual meetings with entrepreneurs have
problems faced by small and medium companies. She colShe managed sales groups and delivered multiple training
-

choosing appropriate work organization methods, negotiaedge make her a perfect sales director, who understands the

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

cial education are her passions. She believes that enthusi-
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FI N A N C I A L D I R E C TO R

of outsourcing small and medium enterprise accounting services. She is responsible for ensuring correct maintenance
by her team of accountants. She distinguished herself by the
group into the organizational structure and forming an acMARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

of specialization is small and medium commercial companies accounting.

H R D I R E C TO R

TE TIANA IAK U BOVSK A
Graduated from the Ukrainian Academy of Printing in Lviv
in Enterprise Economics. Vast experience in human resourcpertise, creativity and communication skills.
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MARKETING
M A R K E TI N G S PE C I A LI S T

ing as a bank product sales specialist. She was an individual account manager. Since January 2017, she has been
responsible for the proper functioning of the management
merous awards for her distinctive effectiveness. She holds
MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

work allows people to achieve every goal. She specializes
in planning, organizing and controlling administrative processes at the company, drafting and implementing administrative procedures, managing contacts with external vendors, organizing business meetings, organizing company
circulation are also part of her duties. She has also proven
herself to be an effective marketing specialist, stewarding

AGNIESZK A PIE TRUSZE WSK A
A graduate in Economy at the Warsaw School of Economics. She started her professional career as early as after
completing her second year of studies, which offered her
the opportunity to combine theoretical knowledge in the
reer path enabled her to expand her skills and competencies
tor. She has coordinated many marketing communication
campaigns, took part in a marketing strategy development

several key clients.
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COMPLIANCE
C O M PLI A N C E D I R E C TO R

An economist with many years of experience in selling
surance banking branches. His professional career started
at the time when there were only a few dozen companies
bonds and one balanced investment fund were available
the market. Holds knowledge and skills related to both sales
MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

and management, as well as cost and operational risk montiating skills and training/coaching skills into practical use.
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ADVISORS
A DV I S O R

IGOR HALE TA
try since 2017, where he started his way in the PolSupporting member of the Polish Blockchain and New

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

ect management, digital marketing management, negotiation and tokenization are the main activities on a daily
basis.

A DV I S O R

Jason is an entrepreneur and inventor in mobile business,

He is one of the top People of Blockchain ranked by ICOBench,
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ADVISORS
A DV I S O R

managed teams in charge of relationships with prominent clients and business partners. An excellent organizer and expert.

A DV I S O R

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

ital and Managing Partner for Sciath Capital as well as acts
as an advisor to numerous blockchain companies. His deep
understanding of the tech space coupled with his passion
for crypto led him to start a blockchain company in hopes
of solving a real world problem with transparency in giving

spoken at events globally across Asia, Europe and the Midworld every day applications and the power of tokenizaand consulting experience with extensive fund raising and
M/A experience in Asia and the Middle East. Jeff has had
a career that has included executive leadership roles in comground working knowledge and deep investor and family
Arabia, China and Korea.
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Roadmap

resulting from our experience
in and knowledge
Assumptions critical review,
combined with an analysis of the
MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

Polish and international market,
consultations with experts from
the blockchain industry.
recruiting experts form the
blockchain industry.

Implementing marketing activities.

Investment platform full
functionality testing.

security testing.
Website security testing.

and airdrop program.
Preparation of the landing
page and MVP for the
transaction platform.
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Contract preparation.

Starting cooperation with the
Polish Blockchain Chamber.

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

entity for issuing IEO.
Selection of an exchange for
the IEO.
IEO start.

Implementing process
assumptions and
marketing concepts.
loans from funds obtained
through tokenization.

MLGC tokenholders.

Starting cooperation with foreign
entities in order to grant loans
on international markets.
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Coding new
platform functionalities.
Gradually introducing the token
into new exchanges.
Final tablet and smartphone
app version go-live.

Q1 2020
MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

Preparing a loan product that
cryptocurrency collaterals.

Creating mobile application and

to be launched.

Q3 2020

exchanges, combined with further

with cryptocurrencies for all global
market participants.
7
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Q4 2020

Initiating cooperation with
leading cryptocurrency
exchanges to obtain

MARSHAL LION WHITEPAPER

market participants.
Opening foreign branches
in China, Singapore, South Korea
and Japan in order to enhance
our operations.

Q1 2021

Preparing the concept
of Cryptocurrency Bank.
Preparing the system
for launching the
Cryptocurrency Exchange.
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